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Political divergence and a natural disharmony of temperament
later declared themselves between the two and somewhat tempered
the warmth of their mutual regard. The uncompromising decision
not only of Asquith's views but of his manner of expressing them
was apt to jar the shrinking, almost feminine sensibility of his
senior; whose alternations, moreover, of mood from friendly to
feline at first puzzled and ended by irritating him. As far back as
1894 Asquith innocently told Sir A. West that, for some reason he
could not fathom, Morley had not spoken to him for three weeks*
The reason may have lain in an episode which was to be repeated
on many an occasion in the near future. Morley had probably been
asked to discharge some Parliamentary task at short notice, and
desiring longer preparation, had declined. Asquith, who could
produce his best on the instant, had been invited to step into the
breach and had scored a hit. It is certain that in later years
Asquith's heavy but mobile artillery was often pressed into service
for an emergency with which Morley, unable to wheel his slim
polished guns into position in time, had declined to grapple. He
would have been more than human if he had relished his relative,
eclipse in debate by a younger man of greater agility. But in this
period—the period of Asquith's admiring apprenticeship—there
was no rift between them. Their affinity, as Morley said, was perfect.
The years 1890-1892 are from many points of view a memorable
turning-point in Asquith's life. They mark a serious decline in the
party's fortunes. The tide of by-elections, impelled forward by
ParnelTs vindication, had set for a time strongly in favour of the
Liberals. When the divorce suit had divided the Nationalists and
estranged many of their English supporters, that tide halted and
dispiritingly ebbed, But Asquith's own fortunes were at their
flood. Professionally and politically he leapt ahead, Socially his
activities and horizons widened. He and his wife had until 1889
lived at Hampstead a life simple, retired, and self-sufficient They
had entertained, in a quiet unpretentious way, a few Oxford cronies
of H.H.A., some political and professional colleagues whose mark
was yet to make, a handful of neighbours—no one, as yet, prominent
in the public eye or in the glass of fashion. The cramped pages of
the little engagement books which Asqtuth kept all his life are full,
during these years, of blanks. In the intervals of these blanks
stand enisled a few pencilled entries, most of them of a mundane
and practical character. They record professional appointments,
purchases of gloves and umbrellas (an incredible number of both),
lists of books read, here and there perhaps a visit to the theatre,

